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Emmy-winning actress Linda Dano--already known to millions for her role on NBC's Another World, her
appearances on shows from Oprah to Rosie O'Donnell, and her talk show, Attitudes, on the Lifetime cable
channel--has also become famed for her fashion flair. After designing her own accessory line and opening a
fashion-consulting business, she shared her beauty and style expertise in Looking Great..., praised by
Newsday for its warmth and lack of pretension as well as its pragmatic advice. Now, she follows that success
with Living Great..., an equally delightful and readable guide that applies her principles of style to designing
and decorating a home. Whether it's a small studio apartment or a mansion, Dano offers down-to-earth
advice, teaching readers how to assess their current decor, get rid of clutter, choose colors, shop wisely, and
transform their homes floor-to-ceiling...and do it all on a budget! Dano covers the basics and beyond--with
everything from tips on painting and carpeting to easy, do-it-yourself projects that will add that extra bit of
style. With the same smart simplicity that made her first book a hit, Dano presents a terrific, realistic guide to
creating a place you'll be proud to call home.
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From reader reviews:

Christopher Milbrandt:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important take action,
like looking for your favorite e-book and reading a reserve. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem;
you can add your knowledge by the e-book entitled Living Great. Try to the actual book Living Great as
your close friend. It means that it can for being your friend when you really feel alone and beside that course
make you smarter than ever before. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you considerably
more confidence because you can know almost everything by the book. So , we should make new experience
and also knowledge with this book.

Ralph Humphries:

What do you think of book? It is just for students since they are still students or this for all people in the
world, what the best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that problem above. Every person has
various personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be forced someone or something that they don't wish
do that. You must know how great in addition to important the book Living Great. All type of book would
you see on many resources. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Willie Carlos:

Reading a book to be new life style in this yr; every people loves to examine a book. When you read a book
you can get a lots of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your knowledge, since book has
a lot of information onto it. The information that you will get depend on what sorts of book that you have
read. If you would like get information about your study, you can read education books, but if you want to
entertain yourself look for a fiction books, these kinds of us novel, comics, along with soon. The Living
Great offer you a new experience in reading a book.

Stephen Harvey:

On this era which is the greater man or who has ability to do something more are more important than other.
Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple solution to have that. What you need to do is just
spending your time little but quite enough to possess a look at some books. One of the books in the top
collection in your reading list is Living Great. This book which can be qualified as The Hungry Hills can get
you closer in growing to be precious person. By looking upward and review this guide you can get many
advantages.
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